BRASSICA

Broccoli
Alucia
ALUCIA is suitable for summer harvest, featuring heavy and firm dome-shaped
heads, excellent tolerance to hollow stem and a nice dark, blue-green colour.
ALUCIA has good holding ability, is early to mature and the uniform heads
weigh approx. 380-400 grams, with medium-sized, tight beads.

Annapurna
ANNAPURNA is a very uniform, fresh market broccoli with a medium size
frame, heavy dome-shaped heads, small to medium bead and an attractive
green colour. ANNAPURNA is an early maturing variety suitable for shoulder/
mild summer harvest and has shown some field tolerance to White Blister (Ac)
in trials to date.

Atomic
ATOMIC is an early maturing variety which handles summer/autumn harvest.
ATOMIC produces blue-green dome-shaped heads with a fine bead and good
weight. ATOMIC is not suited for spring harvest in cooler climates.
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Broccoli
Aurora
AURORA is an improved Atomic type with early maturity (approx. 60 days
from transplant) and is suited for autumn to early winter harvest. AURORA
has a dome-shaped head and strong tolerance to hollow stem with excellent
head weight, fine bead size and dark green colour. AURORA has shown less
susceptibility to White Rust (Ac) in plantings to date.

Bravo
BRAVO is a winter/spring harvest variety with a vigorous upright plant habit,
thick stem, small to medium bead and well domed head, featuring exceptional
weight and quality. BRAVO is suited to higher density planting and is later
maturing (90-95 days from transplant).

Bridge
BRIDGE is an excellent variety for winter and spring harvest and features a
fine bead with heavy, tight heads. BRIDGE has shown better tolerance to
purpling under difficult winter conditions and has also shown good tolerance
to blindness during spring.

Brumby
BRUMBY is a versatile, mid-maturing warm weather type which is very uniform
and has good weight, with a fine bead and high quality domed heads. BRUMBY
is suitable for summer and autumn harvest and has exceptional colour under
warm conditions.

Solitaire
SOLITAIRE is a winter and shoulder season variety with good uniformity and a
nice high, dome-shaped head. SOLITAIRE produces a very fine bead, heavy
and firm tight heads, with good weight and holding ability. SOLITAIRE has nil
side shoots in plantings to date and shows good tolerance to blindness in
spring.
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Cabbage
Asia
ASIA is a medium size cabbage (2-3 kg class) with an attractive green colour
and sweet flavour. ASIA offers a very uniform head size with good a outer frame
and flat globe shape. The low core enables the variety to be used in bolting
periods with some success. ASIA is suitable for processing or fresh market use.
Approx. 120 days from transplant in winter.

Bonaparte
Intermediate Resistance: Xcc, Foc
BONAPARTE is a sweet flavoured, mini Drumhead cabbage with a small core,
globe-shaped head and an upright outer leaf. With good weight and uniformity,
BONAPARTE is early to mature and is an attractive green colour. BONAPARTE
has resistance to Black Rot (Xcc) and Fusarium Yellows (Foc).

Kameron
Intermediate Resistance: Xcc, Foc
KAMERON is a proven performer, offering a highly uniform product with large
size and excellent holding for main season production. It produces a large,
flat, globe-shaped head. KAMERON is approx. 100-120 days to maturity from
transplant and has resistance to Black Rot (Xcc) and Fusarium Yellows (Foc).
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Cabbage
Red Force
RED FORCE is an attractive red cabbage with a large upright frame and dense,
globe-shaped heads. RED FORCE is very uniform with an excellent internal,
good size and colour, and good holding ability.

Red Jewel
Intermediate Resistance: Xcc
RED JEWEL is a medium size globe-shaped, red cabbage with an upright habit
and dense heads. RED JEWEL has excellent uniformity, an attractive dark red
colour and nice flavour. It has resistance to Black Rot (Xcc).

Resolution
RESOLUTION is a Sugarloaf cabbage with early maturity (8-10 weeks).
RESOLUTION has medium size heads with a sweet flavour, an attractive bluegreen colour and good uniformity.

Savoy Hotel
Intermediate Resistance: Xcc, Foc
SAVOY HOTEL is a semi-globe, slow bolting Savoy cabbage with vigorous
growth and an upright outer leaf for winter/shoulder harvest. It is a midmaturing variety which is very uniform and has a dark blue-green frame and
head colour, with a yellow internal and a heavily blistered leaf. SAVOY HOTEL
has resistance to Black Rot (Xcc) and Fusarium Yellows (Foc).

Savoy King
The standard for many years, SAVOY KING is a medium size, globe-shaped
Savoy cabbage with a blue-green coloured dense head, uniform maturity
and a heavily blistered leaf. SAVOY KING is not recommended for summer
production in some regions. Check with your local SPS representative.
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Chinese Cabbage
Matilda
MATILDA is an early maturing, medium size Wong Bok variety that is blocky in
shape. MATILDA is a slow bolting variety which has a distinctive slightly pale
yellow internal colour and good field tolerance to Gomasho.

Waltz
WALTZ is a Wong Bok type with improved colour both internally and externally,
and features uniform solid heads with a small internal core. The blocky, squareshaped heads have very dark green external colour with a bright yellow internal.
WALTZ offers good holding in the field with good tolerance to tipburn and is
recommended for main season production. Care should be taken in areas with
high spring bolting pressure.
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Cauliflower
Adventure
ADVENTURE is a versatile variety in the Discovery segment with a 14-16 week
maturity. The strong upright frame produces well covered smooth white curds.
ADVENTURE is recommended for planting alongside Discovery or Escale for
Qld and WA production areas.

Avelis
AVELIS is a versatile and adaptable variety. It is mid-maturing for warm season
harvest and mid to late maturing for cool season harvest. It is vigorous with a
tall frame, giving excellent curd protection. AVELIS has a very dense, heavy and
smooth, white curd and even uniformity with dome-shaped heads.

Boris
BORIS is a versatile and self-covering cauliflower with 11-12 weeks maturity for
spring, mild summer and autumn harvest. BORIS has a medium to large frame
offering good curd cover, with dome-shaped heads and excellent curd colour
and quality.

Denlis
DENLIS is a cool season variety in the Adventure/Brittany time slot with a 1416 week maturity. DENLIS produces smooth, white, well wrapped curds on a
strong upright plant. The tall frame sits well off the ground, and offers excellent
curd cover.

Kamis
KAMIS is a strong uniform variety with a medium to tall upright frame, excellent
leaf cover and a smooth, white, heavy curd. Suitable for winter in the Darling
Downs and Granite Belt region of Qld, southern states and the cooler regions
of WA.
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Branches
Griffith (Head Office)
48-50 Willandra Avenue
Griffith NSW 2680
P: 02 6962 7333
F: 02 6964 1311
spssales@spseed.com.au

Adelaide
65g Dulwich Avenue
Dulwich SA 5065
P: 08 8364 3310
F: 08 8364 4660
spsadel@spseed.com.au

Brisbane
102 Andrew Street
Wynnum QLD 4178
P: 07 3393 3766
F: 07 3893 1522
spsqld@spseed.com.au

Melbourne
1/4 Industry Boulevard
Carrum Downs VIC 3201
P: 03 9770 8441
F: 03 9770 8174
spsvic@spseed.com.au

Perth
Unit 1/14 Bowen Street
O’Connor WA 6163
P: 08 9331 6356
F: 08 9331 6357
spsperth@spseed.com.au

www.southpacificseeds.com.au
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due to a range of conditions including cultural/management practices, climate, soil type and geographic location. As a consequence South Pacific Seeds
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